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Abstract 

Switched Reluctance Machines (SRMs) are receiving significant attention from industries in the last 

decade. SRMs are rather inexpensive, reliable and weigh less than other machines of comparable 

power outputs. The goal of this paper is to investigate how to estimate the maximum and minimum 

inductance of the switched reluctance machine by the flux map method. 

 

وام االخيرر  تتيةرة للميرزات الترم يتمترع بارا هرعا التروح مرت المحركرات ازداد االهتمام بمحركات المعاوقة للتيار المقطع خالل االع
مما يةعلة يستخدم فم كثير مت التطبيقات الصتاعية . والادف الرئيسم لاعا البحث هو كيفية حساب اكبرر واقرل قيمرة مماتعرة  لرة 

والطريقرة المسرتخدمة فرى حسراب  .ميم ا لرةالمماتعة المغتاطيسية حيث أت تلك القيم تعد مت أهم البارامترات التى تشترك فرى تصر

 .تلك القيم تستخدم التوزيع اإلفتراضى للفيض المغتاطيسى داخل ا لة
 

 
1-Introduction 

The reluctance machine is an electric machine in 

which torque is produced by the tendency of its 

moveable part to move to a position where the 

inductance of the excited winding is maximized [1, 

2]. The origin of the reluctance machine can be 

traced back to 1842, but the “reinvention” has been 

possibly due to the advent of inexpensive, high-

power switching devices [9]. The reluctance 

machine is a type of synchronous machine. It has 

wound field coils of a DC motor for its stator 

windings and has no coils or magnets on its rotor 

[3, 4]. The basic purpose of this paper is how to 

estimate the maximum and minimum inductance of 

the switched reluctance machine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2: Motor specification. 

1: Number of stator poles   Ns =6 

2: Number of rotor poles    Nr =4 

3: Stator pole arc    s   =30°   mech  

4: Rotor pole arc     r  =33     mech 

5: Air gap length      g =0.25  [mm] 

6:Air gap length of the interpolar space gi  = 27 

[mm] 

7: Rotor diameter   d  =88.4 [mm] 

8: Stator outside diameter do =165.1        [mm]   

9: Back iron width   c =88.1     [mm] 

10: Core lengt    l = 108            [mm] 

11: Number of turn per phase  N =1150 turn 

P=1.1 kw. 
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3: Estimation of the minimum inductance [5]. 

Figure1shows a sketch of the field pattern of the 

magnetic configuration corresponding to the 

minimum inductance position. The figure 

represents typical dimensional proportions of the 

magnetic configuration of a switched reluctance 

machine. The field map in the air space inside the 

machine may be divided into six baths [5, 6]. 

  
Fig. 1: Sketch of the field pattern in minimum inductance 

position. 

 

Fig. 2: Approximated flux paths. 

(Path 1ℓ) consists of the field lines which lead from 

the excited stator pole side to the stator back of 

core. These Field lines consist of concentric circular 

arcs with the centre at the point C1 as in Figure 2. 

(Path 2ℓ) consists of field lines which lead from the 

stator pole side to the adjacent pole. These Field 

lines will be ignored. 

(Path 3r), consists of the Field lines which lead 

from the stator pole side to the rotor pole surface. 

These Field lines consist of the concentric circular 

arcs with the center at the point C3. 

(Path 4), consists of lines which lead from the stator 

pole side to the rotor pole side [7]. 

(Path 5), consists of lines which lead from the stator 

pole face to the rotor pole side. These Field lines 

consist of concentric circular arcs with the center at 

the point C5. 

(Path 6), consists of the lines which lead from the 

stator pole face to the rotor interpolar surface. 

These Field lines consist of parallel straight line 

segments. 

Since the magnetic configuration in the minimum 

inductance position is symmetrical with respect to 

the pole axis and with respect to the axis 

perpendicular to it, then flux-linkage of one pole 

coil is:           

Ψ = 2(Ψ1 + Ψ3+ Ψ4 + Ψ5 + Ψ6)                     (1) 

Where Ψ1, Ψ3, Ψ4, Ψ5, Ψ6 are flux-linkages of the 

paths 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 respectively. The total inductance 

of one phase is:                          

L0 =  (Ψ1 + Ψ3+ Ψ4 + Ψ5 + Ψ6) 

= 4 (L1 + L3+ L4+ L5 + L6) 

= N
2
 µ0 ℓF (P1 + P3+ P4 +P5 +P6) 

= N
2
 µ0 ℓ P0(3                                                (2) 

Where, 

Pj = Lj / [µ0 ℓF ( )
2
],  

( j = 1, 3, 4, 5, 6) 

ℓF: the effective core length, 

 
Fig (3) Dimensional description of magnetic 

configuration 

P0 =   is the total normalized equivalent 

minimum permeance. 

The magnetic configuration is described by the 

following set of parameters as shown in figure 

3.Number of stator poles Ns, Number of rotor poles 

Nr, Stator pole arc s, Rotor pole arc r, Air-gap 

length g, Rotor diameter d, Back iron width c, Air-

gap length of rotor interpolar space gi, Core length 
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ℓ, Stator outside diameter d0, Number of turns per 

phases N [8, 9]. 

Using the above parameters, the remaining angles 

and dimensions in figure 3may be determined [5, 6 

and 7]. 

Rotor pole pitch = Φ =                              (3) 

Stator pole pitch= δ =                                (4) 

Angle H1C1E = γ=   -    ,                          (5) 

Stator pole width=2p = 2(  + g) sin           (6) 

Coil width w = (  + g ) tan  – p,                 (7) 

Coil high= v ≈                 (8) 

The lengths between marked points are: 

h = C3B1≈  – p,                                (9) 

C3D = y=  -  cos                      (10) 

b= BC5=  cos  -  cos ,            (11) 

q= E0ℓ=                                                     (12) 

u= C1E=                                             (13)  

 m= C10 ℓ= u + q,                                        (14) 

 n= C30 ℓ= y + q  

Normalizing the dimensions with respect to the 

outside stator diameter gives: 

G = , Gi = , D = , C = , LF =  

Then the normalized values p, , v, Y, H, B, Q, U, 

M, N are : 

P =      ,                                  (15) 

=                                  (16) 

V =  ,                            (17) 

Y =                                  (18) 

H = B =            

(19) 

Q =  ,                                                          (20)   

U =                                                         (21) 

N = Y + Q   , M = U + Q                                (22) 
3.1. Calculation of minimum inductance 

components: 

 

a) ComponentL1. 

L1 =  =            (23) 

P1 =  =                            (24) 

P1 = 0.054 = 0.024 P0.                                 (25) 

 

b) Component L3. 

 

L3 =  = 

 (26) 

P3 = 

                                                  (27) 

P3= 0.458 =0.211 P0.                                  (28) 

 

 

c) Component L4: 

L4 ==  (29) 

P4 =  =    (30) 

 

P4=0.557 =0.257P0                                     (31) 

 

d) Components L5   and   L6: 

L5 =          (32) 

P5 =  =          (33) 

P5 = 0.474 =0.218 P0                                  (34) 

 

 

Fig (4) Detail with flux path 1 
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Fig (5) Detail with flux path 3 

 

Fig (6) Detail with flux path4. 

 

Fig (7) Detail with flux paths 5 and 6. 

L6 =                  (35) 

P6 =  =  -                      (36) 

P6= 0.320 = 0.147 P0.                                 (37) 

4: Estimation of the maximum inductance using 

B-H curve [5]. 

 In the maximum inductance position the MMF 

drop in the iron considerable, even in the case when 

the iron  is not saturated, in comparison with MMF 

drop in the air- gap (the air- gap length is very 

small compared with the rotor diameters, typically 

g is about .005d ). When the iron becomes saturated 

the MMF drop in the iron increases nonlinearly and 

may exceed the MMF drop in the air- gap. 

Therefore the MMF drop in the iron and the 

nonlinearity of B-H curve of iron must be taken 

into account for estimation of the maximum 

inductance. To estimate the maximum inductance 

Li by a simple analytical method the following 

assumption are made: 

1: When a phase winding is excited the magnetic 

circuit is treated as a simple '2-pole' pattern Fig (8); 

2: There is no flux leakage, ie all flux passes from 

the stator to the rotor and back; 

3: the flux is linked with all turns; 

4: The flux is uniformly distributed in the cross- 

section normal to the field lines. 

In the maximum inductance position the field 

pattern is symmetrical about the axis of excited 

phase and therefore only one half of the magnetic 

circuit, which carries one half of the total flux, need 

be considered.  Further than simplification is to 

split this half of the magnetic circuit into the 

following parts connected in the series: 

1: Two stator poles (subscript's') with 

Cross-section:  

                      (38) 

Length:  (39) 

2: Two air- gap (subscript 'g') with Cross-

section*:        (40) 

 

Where,                                   (41) 

          (42) 

Length:  lg=2g=0.508 [mm] 

3: Two rotor poles (subscript 'r') with 

Cross- section**: ar= ag = 531.1 [mm
2
] 

Length:lr= 2gi =18  [mm]  

4: Rotor body (subscript 'b') with  

  Cross-section  

 (43) 

Length:   (44) 

5: Stator yoke (subscript 'y') with Cross- section: 

ay =cl = 746.8   [mm
2
]                                  (45)  

 Length: (46) 
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The MMF equation is  

  (47) 

 

Having given the value of flux- linkage, the value 

of flux densities Bg, Bs, Br, Bb and By can be 

calculated   and using B- H curve of the 

appropriate steel the values for Hs, Hr, Hb and Hy 

can be found using the mmf equation the value of 

current corresponding to a given value of flux 

linkage can be found and hence the maximum 

inductance is Li = Ψ /i . The normalized equivalent 

maximum permeance is given by: 

                                                    (48) 

Fig (9) shows the Ψ–i curve at the maximum 

inductance position which is obtained by 

measurement, 2-dimentional numerical field 

analysis and by using the above method. (The B-H 

curve in Fig (9) has been obtained by measurements 

on a steroidal iron specimen.) Bearing in mind that 

the above simple analytical method threats a very 

simplified field pattern, the error which is within 

5% (in terms of inductance) is not so bad. In non 

saturated region of the Ψ-i the estimated and 

measured results are very close. Extremely good 

agreement between the measured Ψ-i curve of 

maximum inductance position and the one obtained 

by using 2-dimentional numerical field analysis 

shows that the fringe flux at the ends of core in 

maximum inductance position is negligible 

compared with the flux within machine [10, 11]. 

 

Fig (8)  Simple "2-pole "pattern 

 

 
Figure 9 B-H curve and ψ–i curve in maximum 

inductance position 

 measured ــــــــــــ

---------computed by numerical field solution 

 estimated by simple analytical method ـــ.ــ.ــ.ــ.ـ

 
Table 1 

List of Symbol 

Symbol Description 

Ns Number of stator poles 

Nr Number of rotor poles 

s Stator pole arc 

r Rotor pole arc 

Vj applied voltage 

I Instantaneous current 

θ Angle description the rotor angle 

Ψ  

ω Rotor speed 

V Applied voltage 

Ε The delay angle. =  

   instantaneous speed 

Φ Rotor pole pitch 

ℓ Core length 

C Back iron width 

ℓF The effective core length 

P0 total normalized equivalent 

minimum permeance 

Δ Stator pole pitch 

P Half stator pole width 

W Coil width 

Hx Field on the elementary flux 

path 

d  Elementary flux-linkage 

α Ratio of maximum to minimum 

inductance 

gF uniform air-gap 

σ Carter's coefficient 
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5: Conclusion 

A method for the simple analytical estimation of the 

minimum and maximum inductance has been 

given. The estimation is valid even in the case 

where the realistic situation in the iron (saturation) 

is considered. The method of estimation of the 

minimum inductance is based on the assumption 

that the field lines consist of circular arcs and 

straight line segment. The distribution of the 

winding is allowed for. The estimated value of the 

minimum inductance, when the fringe flux at the 

ends of core is excluded, agrees very well with the 

result obtained by 2-dimentional numerical field 

solution (using the boundary- integral method, the 

difference is 2.7% ). An allowance base on a rough 

approximation for the fringe flux at the ends of the 

core has been made. The estimated value of the 

total minimum inductance is 14% lower than 

measured value for l/d =1.0 .In the maximum 

inductance positions the machine is treated as a 

simple 2- pole pattern and it is assumed that the 

flux linked with all turns and there is no flux 

leakage. The B-H curve of the iron is used in 

calculating the maximum inductance. The 

difference between measured and estimated values 

of the maximum inductance within 5% in the 

saturated region of the Ψ – i curve and is 

insignificant in the no saturated region. 
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